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ABSTRACT

Randomized backo! protocols, such as exponential backo!, are a
powerful tool for managing access to a shared resource, often a
wireless communication channel (e.g., [1]). For a wireless device
to transmit successfully, it uses a backo! protocol to ensure exclu-
sive access to the channel. Modern radios, however, do not need
exclusive access to the channel to communicate; in particular, they
have the ability to receive useful information even whenmore than
one device transmits at the same time. These capabilities have now
been exploited for many years by systems that rely on interference
cancellation, physical layer network coding and analog network
coding to improve e"ciency. For example, Zigzag decoding [56]
demonstrated how a base station can decodemessages sent bymul-
tiple devices simultaneously.

In this paper, we address the following question: Can we de-
sign a backo! protocol that is better than exponential backo! when
exclusive channel access is not required. We de#ne the Coded Ra-
dio Network Model, which generalizes traditional radio network
models (e.g., [30]). We then introduce the Decodable Backo! Al-
gorithm, a randomized backo! protocol that achieves an optimal
throughput of 1−! (1). (Throughput 1 is optimal, as simultaneous
reception does not increase the channel capacity.) The algorithm
breaks the constant throughput lower bound for traditional radio
networks [47–49], showing the power of these new hardware ca-
pabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Randomized backo! protocols [1–3, 47, 63, 79], such as expo-
nential backo! [79], are a powerful tool for managing access to
a shared resource, often a communication channel. These proto-
cols are used prominently in wireless networks from AlohaNet [2,
3, 25, 91] to 802.11 [1] and beyond [26]. Wireless devices typically
need to transmit their messages to a base station, and in order for

a device’s transmission to be successful, the device must have ex-
clusive access to the channel, that is, no other wireless device can
be transmitting. If more than one device transmits simultaneously,
there is a message collision and the base station receives indeci-
pherable noise [47, 53, 65, 74, 79, 98].

The problem of designing backo! protocols is traditionally for-
malized as the contention-resolution problem. The devices cor-
respond to agents that arrive over time, each with a message that
needs to be transmitted. To perform the transmission, the device re-
quires exclusive access to the channel [2, 3, 30, 47, 53, 65, 74, 79, 98].
Time is subdivided into synchronized slots, which are sized to #t
a message, and the objective is to maximize the utilization or
throughput of the channel, which is roughly (but not exactly) the
fraction of slots that successfully transmit messages. For example,
traditional binary exponential backo! yields Θ(1/log ") through-
put with adversarial packet injection [16]; for stochastic packet
injections, there is much work analyzing the arrival rates under
which binary exponential backo! is stable or unstable [7, 57, 62].1

Newer backo! protocols can achieve Θ(1) throughput [15, 19–
23, 27] even under adversarial packet injection.

Modern devices do not need exclusive access to the channel
to broadcast. An exciting development over the last decade has
been improvements in modern radio hardware, in particular, the
ability to receive useful information when more than one device
transmits at the same time [11, 26, 38, 56, 61, 69–71, 94]. This infor-
mation is not su"cient to immediately recover the messages sent;
however, when a base station receives enough information about
a set of messages, it can then decode the original messages. The
point is that on modern hardware, backo! protocols do not need
to guarantee exclusive access to the channel, because exclusive ac-
cess is no longer necessary.

In fact, these capabilities have now been exploited for many
years by systems that rely on interference cancellation [11, 26, 61,
94], physical layer network coding [38, 41, 70, 71], and analog net-
work coding [69] to improve e"ciency. For example, the celebrated
paper on Zigzag decoding [56] showed how a base station can de-
code messages sent by multiple devices simultaneously. (In one
scenario cited in their paper, this reduced packet loss from approx-
imately 72% to less than 1%!)

1In fact, there is much work on stochastic arrival models [4, 6, 47, 50, 52, 57, 57, 65, 65,
72, 79, 80, 83, 84, 92].
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ZigZag decoding was built on top of 802.11, i.e., exponential
backo!; it showed that, in practice, improved signal-decoding tech-
niques can yield signi#cant improvements, even while using tradi-
tional exponential backo! for contention resolution.

Coding-compatible contention resolution. In this paper, we
address the following question, taking an algorithmic approach:
Can we design a backo! protocol that is better than exponential
backo! for this setting where exclusive channel access is not re-
quired, that is, when devices can have simultaneous transmissions?
To do so, we de#ne the Coded Radio Network Model (see Sec-
tion 2), which generalizes traditional radio network models [30]
(where devices do need exclusive access to the channel to transmit).
We then ask: what is the best throughput that can be achieved?

To see an example of the throughput achieved by some standard
approaches, consider the case where the base station can only de-
code a message if there is exactly one transmitter. Then, if there
are " devices and each device broadcasts in each round with prob-
ability 1/", the system achieves throughput 1/# (and many con-
sider this to be the ideal achievable throughput inmany situations).
With binary exponential backo!, if " devices begin the protocol at
the same time, it takes Θ(" log ") time for all the packets to com-
plete, and the throughput achieved is 1/log " [16]. Recent work
has shown how to achieve Θ(1) throughput even in an adversarial
setting [20, 27, 28], and Chang, Jin, and Pettie [27] showed how to
achieve throughput 1/# −$ (%), for any % > 0.

At the other end of the spectrum, several papers have proved
lower bounds that establish the best achievable throughput in dif-
ferent situations. For example, in a “full sensing” model, no pro-
tocol can achieve better than 0.568 throughput [47, 96]; in an
“acknowledgment-based” model, no protocol can achieve better
than 0.530045 throughput [47–49].

This raises the question: what is the best achievable throughput
in a system that uses modern techniques to decode simultaneous sig-
nals? If we can send an arbitrary number of messages simultane-
ously, it may seem as if there is no inherent limit. This is not the
case. There are two main reasons, one pragmatic and one informa-
tion theoretical. First, from a practical perspective, there is a limit
to the number of simultaneous signals that a base station can use-
fully interpret. For each signal received, there is noise, fading, fre-
quency o!set, inter-symbol interference, etc., all of which means
that the more simultaneous signals, the less useful information the
base station receives (see, e.g., [95], Chapter 3). Thus, there is some
decoding threshold & where if there aremore than& simultaneous
transmissions, the base station learns nothing useful. A key impli-
cation here is that there is a maximum achievable throughput, and
contention resolution is still important—even thoughwe no longer
need to guarantee exclusive channel access for the transmitter.

From the perspective of information theory, there is an even
stronger limitation: none of the techniques we are considering (e.g.,
iterative interference cancellation) has increased the actual capac-
ity of the communication channel.2 It simply provides a method

2Typically, the capacity of a wireless channel depends on other factors, e.g., the trans-
mission frequency, the modulation scheme, etc. As we do not want to address those
issues in this paper, we simply de#ne one time slot as the time it takes to send a single
message using the system at hand.

for using that capacity more e"ciently. For example, if two mes-
sages are being transmitted simultaneously, it will then take twice
as long to receive and decode them. This is observed in practice
in ZigZag Decoding [56], where the authors state: “when senders
collide, ZigZag attains the same throughput as if the colliding pack-
ets were a priori scheduled in separate time slots.” The conclusion,
then, is that the maximum achievable throughput is still 1.

Results. In this paper, we develop a randomized backo! pro-
tocol designed for a system that can support multiple simulta-
neous transmissions. Our model captures the fact that the base
station can only receive useful information if there are ≤ & si-
multaneous transmissions, and it re$ects the fact that (conceptu-
ally) if ℓ messages are transmitted simultaneously, the base sta-
tion only receives roughly 1/ℓ of each original message. The new
algorithm achieves optimal throughput arbitrarily close to 1, ap-
proaching 1 as & grows. More precisely, it achieves a throughput
of 1 − Θ(1/log &). (And in doing so, it shows that the increased
power of simultaneous transmission is non-trivial, as it breaks the
constant-throughput lower bounds [47–49, 96].)

The basic idea of the protocol is relatively simple: it uses a
backon-backo! mechanism to construct groups of messages that
will broadcast simultaneously until they are decoded. The backo!-
backon mechanism is tuned to yield groups of size at most (the
decoding threshold) & , and a simple “admission control” mecha-
nism prevents newly arrived packets from disrupting the ongoing
protocol. (Ensuring that the same packets broadcast together re-
peatedly is also critical to protocols like ZigZag Decoding [56]—it
is the repeated overlaps that make simultaneous decoding easier.)
Our analysis relies on a potential-function argument, which shows
that, at any given time, we are either decoding groups of packets
or moving closer to a good group structure.

The key challenge is getting throughput 1−! (1). Even wasting
a few rounds to perform backo! may render our goals impossible
to achieve. For example, if there are ( packets injected into the sys-
tem, and we spend someΘ(() rounds running backo! to construct
batches of size & , then our throughput will not be close to 1. Indeed,
a classical backo! protocol like exponential backo! [79] spends at
least Θ(() time even just growing its window to size Θ((). Thus,
in both the protocol design and the analysis, we have to be partic-
ularly careful to prevent constant factors from creeping in!

To show good throughput, we focus on the rate at which packets
can be added to the system without creating a large backlog of
undelivered packets. If packets arrive at a rate equal to the channel
capacity, and yet there is never a backlog, then we conclude that
the backo! protocol is delivering a throughput equal to the channel
capacity. (We are not interested in executions where there are very
few packets—the throughput may look low simply because there
is nothing to do.) We allow for arbitrary adversarial packet arrival,
i.e., packet arrivals can be bursty, smooth, or whatever. (There is
no assumption of random packet arrivals.)

To show that we achieve throughput arbitrarily close to 1, we
assume that for some window size) , there are at most (1 − ! (1))
packet arrivals in every window of size at least) , i.e., at some level
of granularity the arrivals do not exceed the channel capacity. We
show that in this case, there is never a large backlog of packets
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in the system, i.e., the system continues to deliver packets. In addi-
tion, we show that there is no starvation, i.e., that packets do not
stagnate in the system too long and will eventually be delivered.

Theorem 1. Suppose that in every window of size ) , for some
) ≥ 16&2, there are at most

(
1− 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. Then the De-

codable Backo! Algorithm guarantees the following two conditions
in the Coded Radio Network Model:
(i) At any given time, the number of packets in the system is at
most 2) , with probability ≥ 1 − 1/poly()).
(ii) A given packet is delivered within$ (

√
&) ln3)) time slots, with

probability ≥ 1 − 1/poly()).

These results are proved in Theorem 11 and Theorem 15.
One thing to note is that the window size) is not known to the

algorithm—it is simply an analytic tool. Thus the execution can
have entirely arbitrary packet arrivals and the theorem will hold if
there exists some) for which the arrival rate is satis#ed. Another
note is that, despite the high probability bounds, the execution is
not limited to polynomial lengths; the claims will hold for any time
* , even in a very long execution. Finally, observe that for packet
latency, the best possible result is $ ()): if the adversary injects
) packets in round 1, it will necessarily take at least ) rounds
for all of them to complete. (In fact, we consider the batch case in
Theorem 16.)

Other related work. There is a long history of algorithmic re-
search analyzing the performance of backo! protocols, looking at
di!erent aspects. As in this paper, the primary goal has been to ana-
lyze packet delivery rates, whether in the form of throughput, total
time, or stability [16, 17, 24, 27, 37, 52, 54, 58, 64, 64, 76, 79, 85, 93].
An alternative metric has been looking at how long it takes to de-
liver one message [31, 32, 35, 39, 40, 42, 45, 66, 66–68, 78, 97].

Backo! has been studied in a wide variety of di!erent mod-
els. Many of the above papers have assumed that radios can de-
tect collisions; some work has focused on the case where there
is no collision detection [21, 28, 36, 37]. The large majority of
these protocols have been randomized, but there has been some
consideration of deterministic protocols [37, 73, 75, 77]. A few
papers have focused on more realistic wireless models that cap-
ture signal-to-noise ratio [43, 44]. There has been some signi#-
cant recent work on designing backo! protocols that are robust
to noise and/or jamming [8, 9, 12, 15, 20, 31, 81, 82, 86–90]. A
critical modelling question is how packets are injected, e.g., in
batches [13, 16, 18, 46, 51, 59, 60, 97], stochastically [4, 6, 50, 52,
57, 57, 65, 65, 72, 79, 80, 83, 84, 92], or via an adversarial queuing
theory model [10, 13, 16, 18, 33, 34, 51, 55, 59, 97]. There has also
been a variety of work looking at variations, e.g., the packets may
have deadlines [5], or the packets may have di!erent sizes [18].

Our algorithm is built on the multiplicative-weight [14] ap-
proach, which has long been used for contention resolution, e.g.,
in TCP congestion control [29]. More recently, Awerbuch, Richa,
and Scheideler [15] used a multiplicative-weight approach to solve
backo! in the presence of jamming and noise. And Chang, Jin,
and Pettie [27] used multiplicative-weights updates to achieve
1/# − ! (1) throughput.

2 CODED RADIO NETWORK MODEL

The goal of this section is to develop the Coded Radio Network
Model. We begin with background on how radios transmit and re-
ceive signals, before continuing to present the model itself.

Physical-layer radios

Here we brie$y describe how physical-layer radios work. (See,
e.g., [95], for more details.) The packet to be sent is broken up
into smaller pieces. Each of these pieces is then “modulated,” i.e.,
mapped to a complex number. The mapping depends on the modu-
lation scheme, which impacts the transmission rate. For example, a
simple binary encoding scheme might map a 1 to #0" = (1, 0) and
0 to ##" = (−1, 0). These complex numbers correspond to wave-
formswhich the radio transmits. (For example, in “phase-shift key-
ing,” the complex number determines the phase of the wave-form;
for the binary encoding above, the phase is 0 to transmit a 1 and +
to transmit a 0.)

The receiver can observe the waveforms, which have been par-
tially corrupted during the transmission: the signals are attenu-
ated (i.e., the amplitude reduced), the phase has shifted based on
the distance between the transmitter and receiver, there is addi-
tional noise, etc. Despite these challenges, modern receivers are
designed to synchronize with the transmitter, estimate the various
error parameters, and transform the waveform back into a su"-
ciently close approximation of the original complex number. These
are then demodulated, and the packet reconstructed.

A notable aspect is that the process is additive: if two complex
number are transmitted simultaneously, the receiver is able to de-
code the sum of the original complex numbers (each partially cor-
rupted, as before, and with noise added). This sum can provide use-
ful information about the original messages; for example, if you al-
ready know one of the messages, you can subtract it from the sum
and recover the second message. This is famously exploited in sys-
tems that rely on interference cancellation, e.g., [11, 61, 70, 71].

Too many simultaneous transmissions, however, will make this
demodulation increasingly di"cult because of the noise and signal
corruption that is added while the messages are in $ight.

Our model

In this section, we describe the Coded Radio Network Model,
which models radios that can receive multiple packets transmit-
ted simultaneously, while respecting the information-theoretic ca-
pacity of the channel and the decoding limits inherent to modern
hardware.

We assume that time is divided into (synchronized) slots, each
of which is su"ciently large to send a single packet. At any given
time, there are a collection of packets to be sent in the system. (Our
discussion is going to focus on the packets, not the devices send-
ing them, which may lead to some strange elocutions in which a
message may seem to have agency in transmitting itself.)

There is a base station that is intended to receive all the packets.
In a more traditional contention-resolution model, the base station
would receive a packet that was broadcast by itself (i.e., the packet
broadcast itself) in a time slot. Here, when there are simultane-
ous transmissions, we will allow the base station to recover some
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information (i.e., at a lower level in the stack, it recovers sum in-
formation).

We de#ne & as the decoding threshold for the system, i.e., the
threshold determined by the hardware for howmany simultaneous
transmissions can yield useful information. We say that a time slot
is good if there is at least one and at most & transmissions in that
time slot. We say that a time slot is bad if there are more than &
transmissions in that slot. If no packets broadcast in the slot, it is
a silent slot. (Silent slots are neither good nor bad.) The packets
in the system cannot tell which steps are good and bad. They can
hear which slots are silent, however.

The executionwill consist of decodingwindows, i.e., periods of
time during which the base station has collected enough informa-
tion to decode packets. Packets that have been decoded are deliv-
ered and leave the system. Since a base station only learns useful
information during a good time slot, it can only decode packets
sent during good time slots—and ignores packets sent only during
bad time slots. We focus on decoding windows where every packet
that is broadcast during a good time slot must be decoded.

A decoding window needs to be long enough that the base
station can decode all the packets sent during good slots. The
information-theoretic constraint implies that if we are to decode
, packets, we are going to need at least , good time slots. (In the
next section, we explain the linear-algebraic intuition why , time
slots is su"cient.)

At the end of a successful decoding window, a decoding event
occurs:

Definition 1. There is a decoding event of size , at time * if
there exists a time window that begins with a good slot and ends at
time * , such that:

(1) The window contains no decoding events.
(2) Exactly , packets broadcast in the window in good slots.
(3) The number of good slots in the window is at least , .

That window is the decoding window.

(4) Decoding events occur iteratively over time, meaning a decod-
ing event occurs the "rst time that these conditions are satis-
"ed after the previous decoding event.

When a decoding event of size , occurs, the , packets that broadcast
in good slots during the decoding window are received by the base
station.

Every device knows when a successful decoding event occurs.

Examples. If three packets broadcast simultaneously for three
rounds (and 3 ≤ &), then those three rounds yield a decoding event
of size 3. Alternatively, if all three packets (-,., /) broadcast in time
slot 1 simultaneously, while packets. and / broadcast in time slot 2
and packet / broadcasts alone in time slot 3, then after these three
time slots a decoding event occurs and all three packets are deliv-
ered. Notice that this de#nition satis#es our intuition that it should
always take at least , time slots to successfully deliver , packets.

This formalization of a decoding event does not take advantage
of all of the information that the decoding technology may be able
to obtain. For example, consider the schedule in which packets -
and . broadcast together in time steps 1 and 3. In step 2 a single
packet / broadcasts, i.e., there is a decoding event in the window

comprised of only step 2. According to De#nition 1, we cannot
have a decoding event for steps 1-3, because there was already a
decoding event at step 2. Since decoding windows are required to
be disjoint, the broadcasts from step 1 cannot be used for any fu-
ture decoding window. Even though the broadcasts in steps 1 and
3 provide su"cient information to decode packets 0 and 1, that
information is lost.

In fact, this paper will only need (and have) decoding intervals
of size$ (&). In practice, decoding windows will also be limited in
length, e.g., the base station should not have to remember and try
to decode arbitrarily long sequences.

Practicalities

Here, we are going to give some intuition for how random linear
network coding might be used to implement the model described
above. (Complete physical-layer implementations are beyond the
scope of this paper.)

From the perspective of linear network coding, each time slot
is a column vector * with one entry for each possible transmitter:
* [ ,] = 1 if device , broadcasts and * [ ,] = 0 if device , is silent.
Over the collection of good time slots that form a decoding win-
dow, the collection of vectors forms a binary matrix 2 containing
one column for each good slot. (We drop the empty and bad time
slots.)

If device , is transmitting message 3 [ ,], then due to the ad-
ditive nature of radio transmission, the base station receives the
(row) vector 32 during the decoding window. If the matrix 2 is
invertible, then the base station can now decode the packets sent
during this decoding window by computing322−1.

There are many techniques for ensuring that the matrices are
invertible. For example, random linear coding multiplies each mes-
sage by a random coe"cient before it is sent. The resulting trans-
mission matrix 2 is now a random matrix and hence likely to be
invertible. An alternative is to randomize the slots in which pack-
ets broadcast to ensure that each column vector is unique (which
is all that is needed for linear independence).

A key technical issue is how the base station learns the transmis-
sion matrix. That is, the base station needs to know which packets
are being transmitted in which slots in order to decode the packets.
And in the case of random linear network coding, the base station
also needs to know the coe"cients. Thus, there is a small amount
of “control information” that the base station needs to know before
the packets can be decoded.

This problem is easier to solve in the context of this paper, where
we ensure that the same packets always broadcast together dur-
ing each slot of a decoding window. (For example, consider the
situation where packets (-,., /) are broadcast together three times
until a decoding event occurs.) This decision makes for both a sim-
pler algorithm, but also one that is more compatible with existing
physical layer systems. Indeed, the requisite control information
can even be sent using the ZigZag Decoding techniques [56]. In
the general case, other techniques are needed to communicate this
control information, including error-correcting codes, lower com-
munication rates, leveraging random o!sets (as in ZigZag Decod-
ing), etc.
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While our discussion here has been brief, developing systems
with these types of network coding capabilities has been and re-
mains an active and exciting area of research; see e.g., [26, 38, 41,
69–71].

3 DECODABLE BACKOFF ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the Decodable Backo! Algorithm, a
protocol for achieving e"cient channel utilization in the Coded
Radio Network model.

Admission control. Our algorithm separates packets into two
types: active and inactive. Newly joined packets start as inactive.
Inactive packets listen but do not broadcast; active packets do both.

Silent steps trigger packet activations. When an inactive
packet hears a silent slot, it becomes active. An active packet stays
active until it successfully broadcasts and leaves the system; it
never returns to being inactive.

Types of epochs. The algorithm divides time into epochs, where
the same set of packets broadcast in each slot of the epoch. The
length of an epoch can vary from 1 to & slots (as speci#ed below).

Each packet , has an associated joining probability !! , which
means that when a new epoch begins, packet , joins the epoch
with probability 4 $ and then broadcasts (deterministically) in every
slot of the epoch. A packet has positive joining probability if and
only if it is active. (An inactive packet , has joining probability
4 $ = 0.) If a packet does not join an epoch, then it remains silent
until the epoch is complete.

There are three triggers that causes an epoch to end, leading to
three types of epochs:

(1) A silent slot—This results in a silent epoch. A silent slot
implies that no packets joined the epoch.

(2) A decoding event—This results in a successful epoch
where the packets that joined the epoch are decoded.

(3) " time slots have elapsed without a decoding event—
This results in a overfull epoch, as it implies that too many
packets joined the epoch and these slots will not be part of
a decoding window.

Epoch-joining probabilities. When a packet , #rst becomes ac-
tive, its initial joining probability is

4 $ = 1/
√
& . (1)

When an epoch ends, packet , updates 4 $ as follows.

4 $ ←






4 $ · &1/4 upon a silent epoch,

4 $

&1/4
upon an overfull epoch,

4 $ upon a successful epoch.

(2)

Algorithm highlights.
The algorithm itself is concise, but delicate: at the end of an

epoch, packets multiplicatively update their broadcast probabili-
ties by a factor of &1/4. Packets join with broadcast probability
40 = 1/

√
&. Inactive packets only become active upon hearing a

silent epoch. Our target contention is /∗ =
√
&. If contention is in

the window [&1/4,&3/4], we say that contention is good.

There are three important aspects that are critical to its success.
First, the epoch structure enables coordination among the packets
so that packets retransmit together, which enables them to be de-
coded.3 (Contrast this structure with a protocol in which devices
broadcast independently in every round; it is much less likely to
get enough information on a collection of packets that can be si-
multaneously decoded.) Second, careful admission control is im-
portant because it ensures that newly arriving packets do not in-
terfere with packets that are currently participating in epochs.

Third, and most critically, setting the 4 $ ’s is delicate, given the
objective of 1 − ! (1) throughput. It is critical that newly active
packets start with a ! (1) joining probability; see Equation (1), as
otherwise too much time might be spent backing o!. (Recall that
even a small number of overfull epochs is too many for 1 − ! (1)
throughput.) Moreover, it is critical that the 4 $ s change rapidly.
To put Equation (2) in context, the “contention” on the channel
(expected number of broadcasts in a slot) changes much faster
(exponentially) than with exponential backo! [79]. Contention
even changes a 5 (1)-factor faster than the multiplicative-weight-
update algorithm of Chang et al. [27].

4 POTENTIAL FUNCTION

Throughout the execution, we maintain a potential function Φ(*)
that captures the state of the system at * and measures the progress
toward delivering all packets. We will see that packet arrivals in-
crease Φ(*) by 1 + ! (1) per newly arrived packet (Lemma 5), that
packets exiting the system successfully decrease Φ(*) by 1 per
packet (Lemma 7), and that an epoch of length ℓ is either a suc-
cessful epoch or causes contention to move closer to the desired
contention of /∗ with high probability, and will decrease Φ(*) by
ℓ (1 − ! (1)) in those cases (Lemma 3, Lemma 9).

Recall that 4" is the joining probability for each packet 6 .
We de#ne the contention #" =

∑
" 4" . We de#ne !min($) =

min{":" is an active packet} 4" to be the minimum probability of any
active packet currently in the system. If there are no active packets
in the system, we de#ne 4min(*) = 1. We de#ne the target con-
tention #∗ =

√
&. 7% is the total number of packets in the system

at time * , including both active and inactive packets.8% counts the
number of inactive packets in the system at time * .

The potential function consists of four components (named be-
low).

Φ(*) = 7% + max

{

0, 4& log!

( /%
/∗

)}

+ 4 log!

( 1

4min(*)

)
+
58%

ln&
.

(1) % ($) = 7% . Since no term can go negative, this term implies
that if the potential is small, there cannot be many packets
remaining in the system.

(2) logC($) = max
{
0, 4& log!

( &!
&∗

)}
. When positive, the term

indicates how far the contention is from ideal, i.e., how
many epochs of length & are needed to reach /∗.

(3) &($) = 4 log!
(

1

'min (%)
)
. The term indicates howmany silent

epochs (of length 1) would be necessary to bring the packet
with minimal join-probability up to join probability 1.

3It is also the case that simultaneous retransmissions simplify the lower physical-
layer implementation, as discussed in Section 2. For example, ZigZag Decoding [56]
similarly relies on simultaneous retransmissions for this reason.
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(4) ' ($) =
5(!

ln! . The term compensates for packet activations.
Potential is stored in this function for each arrived, inactive
packet. That potential then compensates for the increase in
the second term caused by the rise in contention when the
packets activate.

It is immediate that the potential function is always positive
when there are packets in the system. Since all the terms are non-
negative, it also is immediately true that 7 (*) ≤ Φ(*), i.e., the po-
tential function is an upper bound on the number of packets in the
system. If we can show that the potential in the system remains
low, then we can conclude that the number of packets in the sys-
tem also remains low.

It is constructive to compare our potential function with the
function from Chang et al. [27]. Similarly, to Chang et al., Φ(*)
has terms that measure the number of packets, how far contention
is from the algorithm’s target contention, and the smallest broad-
cast probability. Our design of Φ(*) also takes into account that (1)
epochs can be di!erent lengths, (2) there are transitions from in-
active to active packets, (3) our multiplicative-weight update rule
is especially aggressive, and (4) only a ! (1) fraction of slots can be
bad.

5 THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this section, we will show that the Decodable Backo!Algorithm
guarantees 1 − ! (1) throughput. Most of the section is devoted to
analyzing the potential function, speci#cally showing that it de-
creases by 1−! (1) in expectation in every round where it is > 6& ,
and increases by 1 + ! (1) for every packet that is injected by the
adversary). Thus, in Theorem 11, we can conclude that as long as
no more than) (1−5/ln &) packets arrive in a window of length) ,
then (with high probability) there are never more than 2) packets
in the system.

We #rst observe that successful epochs correspond to decoding
windows:

Lemma 2. An epoch is successful if and only if ≤ & packets join
the epoch. In that case, there is a decoding event at the end of the
epoch and the decoding window corresponds exactly with the epoch.

Proof. If ≤ & packets join the epoch, then those packets will
broadcast together in each of the following ≤ & rounds of the
epoch. These broadcasts cause a decoding event at the end of the
epoch which includes those packets.

The last slot in a decoding window must be a good slot. (If the
last slot were bad, then the conditions would have been satis#ed
earlier and the decoding event would have occurred earlier.) If > &
packets join an epoch, then every round in the epoch is bad, and
hence no decoding event occurs at the end of the epoch. If no pack-
ets join an epoch, then again the last slot of the epoch is not good
and so again, no decoding event occurs.

The decoding window cannot be a su"x of the successful epoch
that it concludes for the following reason: every slot in a successful
epoch is good (because ≤ & packets joined the epoch); if the decod-
ing event delivers , packets, then it must occur after exactly , slots
of the epoch—no earlier, and no later. If there were even one slot
in the epoch that preceded the decoding window, then, the entire
decoding window could have moved one slot earlier.

The decodingwindow cannot extend to the left of the successful
epoch that ends with the decoding event. That is because between
the last decoding event and the beginning of this epoch, every slot
is either bad or empty, as each of the intervening epochs is either
overfull or silent. And, as per the de#nition of the decoding win-
dow, it must begin with a good slot.

Thus we conclude that the decoding window corresponds ex-
actly with a successful epoch which ≤ & packets joined. !

5.1 Analyzing the probability of an error epoch

Definition 2. We de"ne an error epoch to be an epoch that is

either a silent epoch that occurs when contention /% ≥ &1/4 or an

overfull epoch that occurs when contention /% ≤ &3/4. Note that this
is well-de"ned since contention is constant throughout an epoch.

Lemma 3. An epoch beginning at time * is an error epoch with

probability at most 1/2Θ(!1/4) .

Proof. An error epoch is a silent epoch that occurs when /% ≥
&1/4 or an overfull epoch that occurs when /% ≤ &3/4.

Applying Cherno! bounds, the probability of an epoch being
silent (i.e. no packets joining the epoch) when /% > &1/4 is at

most 1/2Θ(!1/4) . Similarly, the probability that an epoch is over-
full (i.e. more than & packets join) when /% < &3/4 is at most
1/&1/4(Θ(!))

= 1/&Θ(!) . Applying a union bound, the probability

of an error epoch occurring is at most 1/2Θ(!1/4) . !

We now bound the number of error epochs during an interval.

Lemma 4. Let *2 be a time slot. Then for all intervals 9 = (*1, *2]
where *1 < *2, of size) = *% −*1 satisfying

√
) > Θ(&1/4), the num-

ber of error epochs occurring in 9 is at most
√
) +/ (*2−*1)/2Θ(!1/4) ,

for any "xed constant / ≥ 6, with probability ≥ 1 − 1/poly()).

Proof. Choose an arbitrary slot *1 < *2, and de#ne interval
9 = (*1, *2]. Let , be the random variable denoting the number of

error epochs that occur in 9 . By Lemma 3,E[ ,] ≤ (*2−*1)/2Θ(!1/4) ,
as 9 contains at most *2 − *1 distinct epochs. Let :" be an indicator
random variable that is 1 i! the 6th epoch in 9 is an error epoch.

Note that P[:" = 1] ≤ 1/2Θ(!1/4) , even if we condition on the
values of : $ for all , ≠ 6 . Thus, we can apply Cherno! Bounds to
#nd:

P

[
, ≥
√
) + / (*2 − *1)/2Θ(!1/4)

]
≤ 1/2

√
)+& (%2−%1)/2Θ("1/4 )

.

Union bounding over all *1 from *1 = 0 to *1 = *2, we #nd that
the probability that the number of error epochs in 9 exceeds

√
) +

/ (*2 − *1)/2Θ(!1/4) for any interval 9 = (*1, *2], over all *1, is at
most

%2∑

%1=0

1/2
√
)+& (%2−%1)/2Θ("1/4 )

≤ (2//)2Θ(!1/4)−
√
) .

The inequality follows due to the sum being over a geometric
series. !
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5.2 Evolution of the Potential Function

Consider an epoch of length ℓ during which 6 packets are inserted
by the adversary, for any arbitrary (ℓ, 6). We prove in this subsec-
tion that error epochs are the only epochs in which the potential
Φ(*) fails to decrease by at least ℓ (1−1/&)−6 (1+5/ln&) (Lemma 9).

First, we analyze the impact of packets joining the system on the
potential function. This takes place in two steps. First, they arrive
and are inactive. This only increases the #rst and last terms of the
potential function:

Lemma 5. Each packet that arrives during in slot * increases the
potential by Φ(*) by 1 + 5/ln& .

Proof. Newly inserted packets arrive as inactive packets, and
thus they have no impact on contention or 4min. The only terms
they a!ect are the #rst and last, which increase by 1 and 5/ln& ,
respectively, per newly inserted packet. !

Next, we consider what happens to the potential function when
packets activate. This activation occurs only during a silent epoch,
and can impact only the second, third, and fourth terms of the po-
tential function:

Lemma 6. If Φ(*) > 6& and slot * is part of a non-error epoch,
then packet activations do not increase Φ(*). More precisely, packet
activations in slot * increase Φ(*) only in the following situations:

• Φ(*) < 6& and 4min(*) > 1/
√
&.

• Slot * is part of an error epoch, and 4min(*) > 1/
√
&.

In these cases, Φ(*) increases by < 2 because of packet activations
during the (silent) epoch.

Proof. Upon hearing a silent slot, all inactive packets activate.
Assume that ; = 8% packets activate. Notice that if 4min > 1/

√
&,

then 4min decreases when packets activate.
We #rst show that if 4min does not change due to the packet

activations, then the potential does not increase due to packet ac-
tivations. To show this, assume that 4min does not change when
the packets are activated. Consider the four terms of the potential
function:

• 7 (*) does not change based on packet activations (as it is
only a!ected by new packet injections).

• The second term of the potential function logC(*) increases
by at most 4;/ln & because: If /% < /∗, then logC(*) = 0;
hence we only need to consider the increase in contention
above /∗ =

√
&. That is, the maximum increase in logC(*) is

at most 4& log! (1 + (;/
√
&)/
√
&) ≤ 4&;/(& ln&) = 4;/ln&

(this inequality follows using ln(1 + () ≤ ().
• < (*) does not increase, by assumption for this case.
• = (*) decreases by 5;/ln& because ; inactive packets became
active.

We conclude that if 4min is not changed by the packet activations
(and hence < (*) is not increased), then the increase in potential due
to logC(*) is less than the decrease in potential due to = (*), and
hence Φ(*) does not increase.

Next, we show that even if 4min does change due to packet ac-
tivations, the potential never increases by more than 2. Consider
the third term of the potential function < (*). If 4min decreases, then
< (*) increases. A packet, when activated, begins with 4 $ = 1/

√
&.

Thus, the most that < (*) can increase is < 4 log!
√
& = 2 since

4min < 1 during a silent slot. In total, summing the changes over
all four parts of the potential function, the potential increases by
at most: 4;/ln& + 2 − 5;/ln& < 2.

It remains to show that Φ(*) increases (by at most 2, as already
shown) only when 4min is reduced due to packet activations and
either Φ(*) < 6& or there is an error epoch. Consider the following
three cases (immediately prior to the packet activations):

Case 1: The number of active packets < " and !min is re-
duced by packet activations. If ;/ln& ≥ 2, then there is no in-
crease in potential due to packet activations because (4;/ln&+2)−
5;/ln& ≤ 0. Otherwise, ; < 2 ln& .

In this latter case (where the potential might increase and ; <

2 ln&), we can compute the potential function before the packet
activations as follows:

• 7 (*) ≤ & + ; , by the case assumption. Since ; ≤ 2 ln& ≤ & ,
we conclude that 7 (*) ≤ 2& .

• logC(*) ≤ 4& log! (/%/
√
&) ≤ 2& because /% ≤ & .

• < (*) ≤ 4 log! (
√
&) ≤ 2; because 4min is reduced by the

packet activations, we know that before these activations,
it must have been the case that 4min ≥ 1/& .

• = (*) = 5;/ln& < 10.

Thus, Φ(*) ≤ 2& + 2& + 2 + 10 ≤ 4& + 12. Given that & ≥ 6, we
conclude that Φ(*) ≤ 6& . Thus, in this case, the potential increases
only if Φ(*) ≤ 6& .

Case 2: The number of active packets ≥ " and !min is re-
ducedby packet activations. Since 4min is reduced by the packet
activations, we know that prior to their activation, 4min > 1/

√
& .

It follows that /% > &/
√
& =
√
&. We know that this is a silent epoch,

because otherwise the packets would not have activated. And the
contention at the beginning of this silent epoch was >

√
& . Thus,

this epoch is an error epoch, by de#nition.

Case 3: !min is not reduced by packet activations. As we have
already shown, the potential does not increase.

Over all three cases, then, we see that potential only increases
when Φ(*) ≤ 6& and 4min is reduced by the packet activations,
or when there is an error epoch and 4min is reduced by the packet
activations. And in all such cases, the potential increases by atmost
2. !

Lemma 7. A successful epoch of length ℓ , during which 6 packets
are inserted by the adversary, will result in a decrease to the potential
of at least ℓ − 6 (1 + 5/ln&).

Proof. First, let us look at the change in potential due to the
inserted packets. The #rst term 7% increases by 6 because there
are 6 new packets; the last term increases by 56/ln& because these
packets are inactive (until the next silent epoch). The other terms
in the potential function are not a!ected by new packet injections.

Now consider the change in potential due to the successful
epoch. The #rst term 7% will decrease by ℓ , as the epoch corre-
sponds with a decoding window (Lemma 2) of size ℓ and hence
ℓ packets are successfully delivered. The net change in the sec-
ond term is non-positive, as the contention /% does not increase
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upon a successful epoch (since no broadcast probabilities are in-
creased). Similarly, the net change in < (*) is also non-positive, as
4min cannot decrease upon a successful epoch. (It may increase if
the packet(s) with minimal joining probability are delivered.) Fi-
nally, = (*) does not change since inactive packets are una!ected
by a successful epoch. !

Having established preliminaries regarding the e!ects of packet
arrivals, packet activations, and successful epochs onΦ(*), we now
examine the behavior of our potential function Φ(*).

Lemma 8. An error epoch increases Φ(*) by at most & + 6 (1 +
5/ln &) + 2, where 6 is the number of packets that arrive during the
epoch.

Proof. There are two types of error epochs: a silent epochwith
high contention or an overfull epoch without high contention. In
both cases, the 6 new packets that arrive increase the #rst term of
the potential by 6 and the last term of the potential by 56/ln& .

• When there is an overfull epoch, 4min decreases multiplica-
tively by a factor of &1/4, causing an increase to < (*) of ex-
actly 1. Changes to /% only decrease the potential. There is
no change in potential due to packet activations because the
epoch is not silent.

• When there is a silent epoch, /% increases multiplicatively
by a factor of &1/4, causing an increase to logC(*) of ex-
actly & . Changes to 4min only decrease the potential. By
Lemma 6, the packet activations caused by silent (error)
epoch increase Φ(*) by at most 2.

Thus the overall increase to Φ(*) caused by an error epoch is at
most & + 2.

!

Lemma 9. Consider a given non-error epoch of length ℓ , during
which 6 packets are inserted by the adversary. If any of the following
conditions hold: (i) Φ(*) > 6& or (ii) 4min < 1/

√
& or (iii) contention

≥ &1/4, then Φ(*) decreases by at least ℓ (1 − 1/&) − 6 (1 + 5/ln&).
Otherwise, Φ(*) decreases by at least ℓ (1− 1/&) − 6 (1+ 5/ln&) − 2.

Proof. Note that if the epoch is a successful epoch, we can im-
mediately apply Lemma 7 to achieve the desired result. Thus we
only need to consider overfull and silent epochs. Notably, if con-
tention ≥ &1/4 and ≤ &3/4, then the epoch is successful (because
it is a non-error epoch).

By Lemma 5, we know that the 6 packet arrivals will increase
Φ(*) by exactly 6 (1+5/ln&). By Lemma 6, we know that, if Φ(*) ≥
6& or 4min ≤ 1/

√
&, any packet activations that occur during this

epoch do not increase Φ(*). If contention ≥ &1/4, then the epoch
is not silent (because it is a non-error epoch) and so no packets
are activated. Otherwise, the packet activations increase Φ(*) by
at most 2.

Thus, it is su"cient to show that, setting aside packet arrivals
and activations, Φ(*) decreases by at least ℓ (1 − 1/&) over this
epoch. We proceed by casework, considering high contention, low
contention, and contention near /∗ =

√
&.

Case 1: #" > "3/4.
Since the epoch is not an error epoch, it cannot be a silent epoch.

Thus we need only consider the case when it is an overfull epoch.

An overfull epoch is of length ℓ = & by de#nition. Overfull
epochs have no e!ect on the #rst and fourth terms in Φ(*). The
epoch will cause a decrease to logC(*) of & due to a multiplicative
decrease in /% by a factor of &1/4. It will also increase < (*) by 1 due
to 4min decreasing multiplicatively by a factor of &1/4. Thus we
have a net decrease in Φ of & − 1 = ℓ (1 − 1/&).

Case 2: #" < "1/4.
Since the epoch is not an error epoch, it cannot be an overfull

epoch. We have already considered successful epochs, so we need
only consider a silent epoch.

A silent epoch has no e!ect on the #rst and last terms in Φ(*),
and the second term, logC(*), will be 0 both before and after this
epoch due to contention remaining below /∗. Thus the only term
a!ected by this epoch is < (*), which will decrease by 1 = ℓ as 4min

increases multiplicatively by a factor of &1/4.

Case 3: "1/4 ≤ #" ≤ "3/4.
Because the epoch is not an error epoch, it must be a successful

epoch. As noted earlier, we can then apply Lemma 7 to complete
the proof.

!

5.3 Bounding the Potential

Lemma 10. Suppose that in every window of size) , for any given
) ≥ 16&2 , there are at most

(
1− 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. ThenΦ(*) ≤

2) , with probability at least 1 − 1/poly()).

Proof. Consider the last time before * when Φ was less than
6& . We label this time * ′. The interval (* ′, *] is of length * − * ′, so
at most

⌈
%−%′
)

⌉(
1 − 5

ln!

)
) < (* − * ′ +))

(
1 − 5

ln!

)
packets arrive

during interval (* ′, *]. Furthermore, Φ > 6& over this interval.
Suppose that , error epochs occur during (* ′, *], for any arbi-

trary * ′. By Lemma 4, we know that , ≤
√
) + / (*2 − *1)/2Θ(!1/4) ,

for a #xed constant / , with probability ≥ 1 − 1/poly()). For the
remainder of the proof, we assume that this event occurs.

We observe that at least (* − * ′) − ,& −& time was spent in non-
error epochs that complete by time * . (Note that there is potentially
one incomplete epoch at the end, which has at most & slots.)

Let ℓ be the number of slots in completed non-error epochs in
the interval (* ′, *]. Let 6 be the number of packets that are injected
during that interval. Applying Lemmas 8 and 9, it follows that:

Φ(*) ≤ Φ(* ′) − ℓ
(

1 −
1

&

)

+ 6
(

1 +
5

ln&

)

+ , (& + 2)

≤ 6& −
(
* − * ′ − ( , + 1)&

)
(

1 −
1

&

)

+

(* − * ′ +))
(

1 −
5

ln&

) (

1 +
5

ln&

)

+ , (& + 2)

≤ 7& − (* − * ′)
(

1 −
1

&

)

+ (* − * ′ +))
(

1 −
25

ln2 &

)

+ 2, (& + 2)

≤ 7& +) − (* − * ′)
(

24

ln2 &

)

+ 2, (& + 2) .

Thus, if Φ(*) ≥ 2) then:

2, (& + 2) ≥ ) − 7& + (* − * ′)
(

24

ln2 &

)
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and hence:

, > )/(& + 2) − 7 + (* − * ′)
(

12

& ln2 &

)

≥
√
) + (* − * ′)

(
12

& ln2 &

)

.

This, however, contradicts our assertion that , ≤
√
) + / (*2 −

*1)/2Θ(!1/4) , for a #xed constant / , implying that Φ(*) < 2) . !

Theorem 11. Suppose that in every window of size ) , for any
given) ≥ 16&2, there are at most

(
1− 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. Then

at any arbitrary time * , the number of packets in the system is at
most 2) with probability at least 1 − 1/poly()).

Proof. By Lemma 10, we know that Φ(*) < 2) , with probabil-
ity at least 1 − 1/poly()). Since the #rst term of the potential is
the number of packets in the system, this immediately implies that
that are at most 2) packets in the system. !

6 LATENCY ANALYSIS

In this section, we consider the maximum latency of a packet. Un-
der the assumption that the adversary can inject (1−! (1))) pack-
ets in a window of size ) , it is unavoidable that the worst-case
latency of a packet will be Ω()): if the adversary injects ) pack-
ets in a slot, and the maximum capacity is one packet per slot, then
at least half the packets will take at least)/2 slots. Our goal in this
section is to show that the worst-case throughput is$ (

√
&) ln3)).

We also consider the batch case and show that if " packets arrive
simultaneously, they will all be delivered by time " +$ (1).

6.1 Packet Latency Analysis

We begin by de#ning a sparse system event that occurs when
there are very few active packets in the system. We will show that
whenever a sparse system event occurs, each packet has a reason-
able chance of success.

Definition 3. A sparse system event occurs in slot * if:

(i) Φ(*) ≤ 6& ; (ii) contention < &1/4, (iii) 4min ≥ 1/
√
&.

When a sparse system event occurs, it means that every active
packet was joining epochs with a relatively high probability; after
the epoch completes, any new packets that activated have lowered
4min. Notice that when a sparse system event does not occur, then
the potential decreases (aside from new packets being injected):
Lemma 9 shows that potential decreases in non-error epochs, and
Lemma 3 shows that error epochs are unlikely.

We #rst show that no packet observes too many completed
sparse system events before it is delivered.

Lemma 12. A given packet 4 remains active in the system for at
most $ (

√
& ln)) sparse system events, with probability at least 1 −

1/poly()).

Proof. When a sparse system event occurs, two facts are true:
(i) the probability that packet 4 joins that epoch is ≥ 1/

√
& because

of the condition on 4min; (ii) the number of active packets is ≤ & .
The latter fact follows because if there were more than & active
packets, then the total contention would be at least & · 1/

√
& ≥
√
&,

contradicting the condition on contention.

Since there are at most & active packets, then all the packets
that join the epoch will be successfully delivered. Since 4 (once
active) joins with probability 1/

√
&, we conclude that 4 had a 1/

√
&

probability of being successfully delivered. The probability that 4
fails to be delivered after Θ(

√
& ln)) sparse system events (while

it is active) is at most (1 − 1/
√
&)Θ(

√
! ln)) ≤ 1/poly()). !

We now argue that, with high probability, a sparse system event
occurs every $ () ln)) slots. The #rst step is to show that if the
potential is some value > at a time * , then a sparse system event
occurs within time $ ((> +)) ln2)).

Lemma 13. Suppose that in every window of size) , for any given
) ≥ 16&2, there are at most

(
1 − 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. Fix a time

* and de"ne > = Φ(*). Then, with high probability in ) , by time
* + 1.1(> +)) ln2)), either all packets active at time * are delivered
or a sparse system event occurs.

Proof. Let *1 = * and let *2 = *1 + ?) be the largest number
that is congruent with *1 (mod )) and smaller than *1 + 1.1(> +
)) ln2) . It is necessarily true then that *2 − *1 is a multiple of )
satisfying *2 − *1 ≥ * + (> +)) ln2) (i.e., relaxing the constant in
the inequality from 1.1 to 1 allows us to take *2−*1 to be amultiple
of)). Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that no sparse system
event occurs during the interval (*1, *2]. We will show that all the
packets active at time *1 are delivered with high probability.

Suppose that , error epochs occur during (*1, *2]. By Lemma 4,

we know that , ≤
√
) + 6(*2 − *1)/2Θ(!1/4) , with probability ≥

1−1/poly()). For the remainder of the proof, we assume that this
event occurs.

We observe that at least (*2 − *1) − ,& − & time was spent in
non-error epochs that complete by time *2. (Note that there is po-
tentially one incomplete epoch at the end, which has at most &
slots.)

We also observe that the number of packets that are injected in

the interval (*1, *2] is at most:
⌈
%−%′
)

⌉(
1− 5

ln!

)
) < (*2−*1)

(
1− 5

ln!

)
.

We can now bound the potential at time *2 . At slot *1, Φ(*1) = > ;
by Lemma 9 that the potential decreases by (1 − 1/&) in each slot
that was not part of an error epoch and increases (1 = 5/ln&) for
each injected packet; by Lemma 8, the potential increases at most
& + 2) for each error epoch. We use this to bound how long until
the potential reaches zero.

Let ℓ be the number of slots in completed non-error epochs in
the interval (*1, *2]. Let 6 be the number of packets that are injected
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during that interval. Applying Lemmas 8 and 9, it follows that:

Φ(*2) ≤ Φ(*1) − ℓ
(

1 −
1

&

)

+ 6
(

1 +
5

ln&

)

+ , (& + 2)

≤ > −
(
*2 − *1 − ( , + 1)&

)
(

1 −
1

&

)

+

(*2 − *1)
(

1 −
5

ln&

) (

1 +
5

ln&

)

+ , (& + 2)

≤ > − (*2 − *1)
(

1 −
1

&

)

+ (*2 − *1)
(

1 −
25

ln2 &

)

+ (2, + 1)(& + 2)

≤ > − (*2 − *1)
(

24

ln2 &

)

+ 6,&

≤ > − (*2 − *1)
(

24

ln2 &

)

+ 6
√
)& + (*2 − *1)

36&

2Θ(!1/4)

≤ (> + 6)) − (*2 − *1)
(

18

ln2 &

)

.

Thus, since (*2 − *1) ≥ (> + )) ln2) ≥ (> + )) ln2 & , we can
conclude that the potential has dropped below zero, implying that
all the packets in the system have been delivered. !

A corollary of the previous lemma is that a sparse system event
occurs in every interval of size $ () ln2)), with high probability.

Corollary 14. Suppose that in every window of size ) , for any
given ) ≥ 16&2, there are at most

(
1 − 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. For

any interval of time (*1, *2) where (*2 − *1) > 4) ln2) , then either
every packet active at time *1 is delivered by time *2 , or a sparse
system event occurs in that interval, with probability 1−1/poly()).

Proof. From Lemma 10, we know that at time *1, Φ(*) ≤ 2)
with probability at least 1 − poly()). From Lemma 13, we know
that by time *1 + 1.1(> +)) ln2) ≤ *1 + 4) ln2) ≤ *2, either all
the packets active at time *1 are delivered or a sparse system event
occurs, with probability at least 1 − poly()). !

We can conclude from the preceding lemmas that, with high
probability, every packet is delivered in $ (

√
&) ln3)) time.

Theorem 15. Suppose that in every window of size ) , for any
given) ≥ 16&2, there are at most

(
1− 5

ln!

)
) packet arrivals. Then

any given packet is delivered within time $ ()
√
& ln3)) with prob-

ability 1 − 1/poly()).

Proof. Assume that packet 4 is injected at time * . We #rst need
to consider how long until packet 4 becomes active.

We now bound how long until a sparse system event occurs
which leads to a non-error epoch; such an epoch will be silent,
and hence packet 4 will become active. In every window of length
Θ() ln2)), there is a sparse system event with probability 1 −
poly()) or all active packets are delivered, by Corollary 14. If all ac-
tive packets are delivered, then the next epoch is necessarily silent.
If a sparse system event occurs, by Lemma 3, we know that the
epoch comprising the sparse system event is an error epoch with

probability 1/2Θ(!1/4 ) ≤ 1/# ; otherwise it is silent and 4 becomes
active. Thus, the probability that there is no silent epoch (and
hence packet 4 remains inactive) for Θ(ln)) intervals of length
Θ() ln2)) is ≤ 1/poly()).

Once 4 becomes active, we know by Lemma 12 that 4 will be
delivered within $ (

√
& ln)) sparse system events, with probabil-

ity at least 1 − poly()). We know by Corollary 14 that in every
interval of length $ () ln2)), either all packets (including 4) are
delivered or there is a sparse system event, with probability at least
1 − 1/poly()). Thus, within $ ()

√
& ln3)), packet 4 is delivered

with probability at least 1 − 1/poly()). !

6.2 Batch Analysis

Theorem 16. Suppose that a batch of " ≠ 0 packets arrives at
time 0, and the adversary does not inject any packets besides this
initial batch. Then with high probability in ", all of the packets have
successfully been delivered by time "(1 + 10/&) +$ (&).

Proof. Assume " packets arrive at time 0, which is a silent
epoch, and then all immediately activate. Thus at time 1 we have

Φ(1) = " +max
(
0, 4& log!

"

&

)
+ 4 log!

1

1/
√
&

≤ "(1 + 5/ln&) + 2

We now consider Φ(*). At least * − 1−& slots have been in non-
error epochs since time 1, and let , be the number of error epochs.
Then

Φ(*) ≤ Φ(1) − (* − 1 − &)(1 − 1/&) + , (& + 2)
≤ Φ(1) − * (1 − 1/&) + ( , + 1)(& + 2).

With high probability in ", we have, via an application of Cher-

no! Bounds, that , ≤ 2*/2Θ(!1/4 ) , for any * ≥ ". We assume this
holds to obtain

Φ(*) ≤ Φ(1) − * (1 − 1/&) + (1 + 2*/2Θ(!1/4) ) (& + 2).

Taking * = 4& +"(1 + 10/&), we have that Φ(*) ≤ 0. Thus there
are, with high probability in ", no packets left in the system by slot
* = 4& + "(1 + 10/&), which is $ ("(1 + 1/&)). !
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